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s we know, the centrality of information in the emerging, internet-based, 

“virtual” world has placed librarians and other information professionals into 

new and unexpected territories.  One of the most prominent niches for online 

library services is in providing Virtual Reference (VR).  In contrast to standard reference service, 

a virtual reference librarian must understand the dimensions of providing reference service 

through the medium of a computer, and without the ease of face-to-face communication.  This 

annotated bibliography summarizes and evaluates Library Science journal articles relevant to 

the goal of maximizing the potential of VR librarianship. The collection is intended to aid 

current and aspiring librarians in the provision of exceptional VR customer service, in the 

intelligent adoption of new technologies, and in the consideration of future librarian frontiers. 

 

Zino, E. (2009). Let's Fix Virtual Reference. Library Journal (1976), 134(2), 94. Retrieved April 28, 

2009, from Library Lit & Inf Full Text database. 

In this article, Eric Zino is knowingly criticizing his own profession in order to gather 

momentum toward the profession’s improvement.  Zino is a reference librarian with experience 

as both a provider and customer of virtual reference service.  He writes from the perspective of 

an informed customer, and the article’s target audience is obviously virtual reference librarians. 

His writing style is witty, humorous, and to-the-point. 

A 



By observing virtual reference service from the customer's perspective, the author 

makes specific recommendations for improving VR customer service. First, VR services should 

provide more than what Google currently offers; the VR librarian should not simply imitate a 

computer.  Second, VR requires an actual reference interview; the librarian should provide each 

transaction with enough time to clarify a customer’s real needs.  Finally, VR librarians should 

base their efficacy on the degree to which customers are satisfied; in other words, a greater 

focus on real customer service is necessary for improving performance. 

As a research source, the article's strength is found its authority and directness.  Its 

limitations are its short duration and subjective use of language.  It may work well as a source 

of light-hearted quotations for livening up a more tiresome article.  Overall, Zino’s work 

provides simple ways to maximize VR's potential by encouraging librarians to focus providing 

optimal customer service during VR transactions. 

 

Huwe, T. (2009). Reference Diagnostics for a Virtual World. Computers in Libraries, 29(1), 27-9. 

Retrieved April 28, 2009, from Library Lit & Inf Full Text database. 

By providing lucid examples and clear reasoning, Terence K. Huwe lays out a conceptual 

platform for diagnosing organizational issues and evaluating new web-based technologies.  As 

the director of a major university’s library and information resources, Huwe's responsibilities 

include library administration, reference, and oversight of web services.  He uses experience 

and research to emphasize the importance of having a systematic plan for diagnosing both 

organizational issues and new technologies in terms of how and when to incorporate them. 

In evaluating new technologies, Huwe suggests asking yourself the following diagnostic 

questions: Am I following my community? Does this new technology serve my community, and 

will I make a better contribution by a fast rollout or a measured approach?  How does this new 

technology impact existing services? How does a new technology link to existing technologies, 

and how can I discover the best ways to connect people with the new technology?  How can I 



prepare myself to take maximum advantage of leading-edge technologies and maintain 

readiness to act when the right moment arrives? To provide context for these questions, Huwe 

elucidates them with informative, real-world examples. 

The article clearly states that its diagnostic questions are suggestive. Personal evaluation 

of one's own organization and community is a necessary step toward developing a useful 

diagnostic system.  In terms of maximizing the potentials of VR, Huwe's analysis provides an 

excellent basis for evaluating how best to choose and implement new and potential VR 

technologies.  While the content of the aforementioned article is specific to customer service, 

this article is more pertinent to the technological and managerial aspects of VR librarianship. 

 

Gerardin, J., Yamamoto, M., & Gordon, K. (2008). Fresh Perspectives on Reference Work in 

Second Life. Reference & User Services Quarterly, 47(4), 324-30. Retrieved April 29, 

2009, from Library Lit & Inf Full Text database. 

This article contains evaluations of the virtual environment Second Life (SL), specifically 

the library and virtual reference constructs present in SL.  “Fresh Perspectives” provides the 

views of first-time SL library service users.  The authors include two LIS graduate students and a 

recent LIS grad.  With no previous SL experience, the author's are not biased toward or against 

the SL program.  Each author uses similar guidelines in their evaluation.  The evaluations are 

presented sequentially and in no specific order.  The focal point of the group is to explore the 

question: "Will librarians find the mother lode or fool's gold in virtual environments?"  While 

their first-hand experiences vary in detail, the overall points worth noting is that every author 

encountered numerous challenges when trying SL, but concluded that virtual environments 

such as SL will likely become important tools in librarianship’s future. 

While many of the authors’ observations differed greatly from one another, my 

comprehensive evaluation of each discovered the following points:  Both the hardware and 

learning curve requirements for SL is high, which may impede on new user adherence rates.  



However, helpful tutorials are available for new users.  While virtual lectures provide little 

benefit relative to traditional online lectures, group work in the virtual world has serious 

advantages.  The "avatars" used to interact in the environment are able to provide nonverbal 

communication between users—an interactional dynamic that chat and email, text-only group 

work goes without.  Virtual reference service on SL also benefits from the visual aspect.  Direct 

voice communication between avatars is available as well.   

A notable privacy issue is that unless specified, text or voice conversations on SL are 

visible or audible to nearby users in the virtual environment.  This aspect may prove beneficial 

in regards to virtual reference group instruction, however.  By analyzing each author’s 

conclusions, it seems that while virtual environments have their own merits, they will not take 

over the role of physical libraries.  Also, further development is needed before programs like SL 

are ideal for librarian services.  Nevertheless, these environments have the potential to become 

practical and exciting library tools. 

Overall, the article is useful for gaining a first-time, first-hand perspectives of Second 

Life—specifically the ways that libraries and virtual reference services have been incorporated 

into the SL environment.  Unfortunately, article's focal point, exploring the potential value of 

virtual environments for librarians, was answered through the exploration of just one example 

of a virtual environment.   As it stands, however, SL is the only virtual environment available 

that has any substantial library and VR presence.  Ultimately, as “New Perspectives” relates to 

maximizing VR possibilities, the authors’ straight-forward exploration and evaluation of library 

services in a virtual environment is potentially valuable to librarians interested in second life, 

virtual environments, or the current frontiers of virtual reference librarianship. 


